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Introduction

The essential imperfections of the most effective high power microwave electron devices – magnetron oscillators, amplifiers and frequency transformers – are insufficient stability of frequency and duration of operation. Problems of a decrease of the output signal power as well as overall dimensions of the devices at the shortening of working wavelength are also very important. These problems can be partly solved by the use of principles of the coaxial magnetron [1]. The essence of the principles is introduction of the complementary stabilizing high own quality cilindric resonator covering coaxially the multicavity magnetron slow-wave system (SWS) in which \( \pi \)-mode oscillations take place. This resonator keeps electrical relation with every second individual cavity of the SWS and results in excitation stable oscillations of \( H_{01q} \)-mode in it. Frequency of oscillations is determined by the resonant frequency of the resonator. These circumstances ensure not only sufficiently high extent of separation of adjacent modes of oscillation and stability of the frequency to be generated or amplified but also allow to increase the number of individual cavities in the multicavity magnetron SWS. This causes more efficient use of interaction space (ratio of the surfaces occupied by the high frequency field (HFF) and anode segments) and guarantees enlargement of the emitting surface of a cathode. The increase in the cathode surface ensures facilitation of the working regime of the cathode and makes longer duration of operation of the device. Enlarged emission ability of the cathode and more effective usage of the interaction space guaranties essential rise in a output signal power, gain and efficiency.

At the application of the principles of coaxial magnetron for frequency transformation of microwaves, the magnitudes of coefficients of frequency multiplication and division (numbers of working harmonic or subharmonic) are determined by the ratio of cavity numbers of SWS’s in an output and input cascades of frequency transformer. Therefore the increase in a number of individual cavities on the output cascade, at constant number of cavities in the input one, gets growth of coefficients of frequency multiplication and division. Much more stronger effect at amplification and frequency transformation with respect to duration of operation, frequency stabilization and level of output signal power could be obtained by the use of principles of the inverted coaxial magnetron [2]. In this magnetron positions of multicavity oscillation system and cathode are exchanged. Cathode here is a cylinder with inner emitting surface, covering, bent into a ring, multicavity SWS. The internal part of this ring makes up the stabilizing cilindric resonator. This resonator as well as one in the coaxial magnetron is connected electrically with every second individual cavity of multicavity oscillation system. In this case, oscillation frequency of the system in whole is also determined by the resonant frequency of the stabilizing resonator, in which asimuthally symmetrical oscillations \( H_{01q} \) appear. Own frequency of the resonator may be changed by the noncontacting shortenning plunger introduced into one of the two open faces of the resonator. Such a construction allows to increase a number of cavities of the SWS as well as emitting surface of the cathode by an order in comparison with to such parameters of ordinary magnetron. This also guaranties the increase in duration of operation for several times. It is quite clear that these factors ensure noticeable growth of the output signal power as well as other main output parameters of the device.

Active coaxial magnetron electronic gun

One of the most important elements of the high power magnetron amplifiers, frequency multipliers and dividers is active magnetron gun [3]. The main difference between ordinary, for example Kino and Taylor magnetron gun [4] and the active magnetron gun is that this gun in crossed electric and magnetic fields not only forms an electron stream of desired configuration and ensures optimal conditions of injection of the stream into interaction space of the device but also guaranties highly effective bunching of the electron stream by the input signal as well as amplification of the signal.
In an active magnetron gun the role of the controlling electrode plays the SWS which, in common with cylindric or conoidal cathode, gives to electrons transversal and longitudinal velocities. The aim of the gun is to generate the electron bunches (electron spokes) of optimal shape and inject them into interaction space of magnetron amplifier or frequency transformer. Active magnetron gun can be treated as an amplifier of the input signal because electron stream bunched by the input signal induces in it SWS strong enough HFF. This amplified signal may be used to form complementary channel of communication and led out through extra energy outlet or through the energy inlet with the aid of circulator. A very simplified scheme of the active magnetron gun of cylindric contraction, used in magnetron amplifiers and frequency transformers, is shown in Fig. 1. Electron stream 2 emitted by cathode 1 moves, under influence of permanent electric $E_0$ and magnetic $B$ fields, synchronically with the HFF of SWS 3 and interacts with it. The result of this interaction is perfectly grouped electron clusters (spokes) which being injected into next cascade of a device can promote amplification of the input signal (amplifiers of M-type) or change a frequency of the signal at a simultaneous amplification of the signal on a frequency of working harmonic or subharmonic (frequency transformers of M-type). Over coaxial or waveguide energy inlet 4 input signal is led into SWS of active magnetron gun. The amplified one is led out through outlet 5 and given to external load.

Fig. 1. Active magnetron electronic gun

The active coaxial magnetron gun (Fig. 2) should have been of a very different construction in comparison with one discussed above. Here cylindric or cone-shaped cathode 1 must be situated in the symmetry axis of the bent into a ring multicavity SWS 2. It’s segments make up an angle of about $10^\circ$ with the symmetry axis of the gun. Due to given configuration of the interaction space and specific structure of the permanent electric and magnetic fields electron stream 3 in the gun moves along symmetry axis and in perpendicular direction.

Coaxial resonator 4 covers multicavity SWS and over the system of longitudinal slots cut out in an outer wall of every second individual cavity is symmetrically bound with it. In this resonator, closed from both sides, symmetrical oscillations of $H_{01q}$-mode must be excited. Index $q$ poits out the number of half wavelength’s that fit along it’s symmetry axis. Usually oscillations of $H_{011}$-mode are used. Their structure is represented in Fig. 2. In this case along the resonator goes in one half of wavelength. The lines of HF electric field (continuous curves) are circle-shaped and concentrated in a central part of resonator. Magnetic lines (dotted curves) are ellipsis-shaped and situated in radial planes.

The resonant frequency of the resonator may be changed by the cut off plunger 5 which is introduced through it’s face. Waveguide energy inlet 7 is connected with coaxial resonator over the slit 6 cut out in a wall of resonator. Oscillations of $H_{01q}$-mode of the resonator induce in a rectangular waveguide $H_{10}$-wave.

Fig. 2. Active coaxial magnetron electronic gun

Due to mentioned above peculiarity of electromagnetic relation between coaxial resonator and individual cavities of the SWS, in multicavity system of anode block $\pi$- or 0-type oscillations may be excited.

These types are separated one from another good enough. Therefore it is quite easy to exclude desired $\pi$-type by the mobile plunger. Such a way of separation of oscillations modes is analogous to the use of straps in an ordinary magnetron. The change in plunger position let obtain 10% relative frequency band within the scope of the same type of oscillations.

In the case of $H_{01q}$ oscillations along the surface of the coaxial resonator flow only circle HF currents. This causes small enough losses in the resonator. The increase in a working frequency at constant dimensions of the resonator decreases these losses. Thus coaxial resonator exhibits a high own quality even in the case when plunger has far bad contact with the walls of resonator.

High own quality of the coaxial resonator improves quality of oscillation system of the coaxial magnetron gun in whole and should cause high stability of oscillations at variations of an external load or a regime of power supply. Because own quality of the coaxial resonator exceeds value of this parameter in standart magnetrons about ten times it is possible to decrease outer quality of the resonator without reduction of the efficiency of oscillation system as a whole. This guaranties the 3-5 times lessening a frequency pull extent. The electronic frequency shift should have been decreased by an order because about 90% of HFF energy is accumulated in the stabilizing coaxial resonator.

The working frequency of the coaxial magnetron gun is determined in essence by the resonant frequency of the coaxial resonator and reactive electronic conductivity of
the interaction space of the gun does not have a large influence on it.

Stabilizing resonator which guarantees fairly good separation of the oscillations types at the same time allows to increase 6-8 times the number of individual cavities in an anode block. This causes enlargement of the surfaces of the anode and cathode. The energetic coefficient \( f_0P_{\text{out}} \) in comparison with standard magnetrons rises 2-3 times. Here \( f_0 \) – working frequency; \( P_{\text{out}} \) – output signal power.

The rise in a number of individual cavities and a higher extent of homogenity of HFF results in a growth of the total efficiency of the gun. By the choice of a bigger extent of homogenity of HFF results in a growth of efficiency that is characteristic to all crossed-field oscillators. Therefore the product of two these efficiencies – the total efficiency of the active coaxial magnetron gun – should also exceed the values of the total efficiency of standard magnetron.

In order to evaluate the increase in gain and electronic efficiency of the gun, when it operates in a regime of external signal amplification, upon potential energy transmitted from the electron stream to HFF becomes maximum when electrons begin their performance directly from the surface of negative electrode \( (y_{in}/d) \), it does not give any potential energy to HFF of SWS and \( \eta_e \) approaches zero. \( \Delta K_{\text{ultim}} \) is also small because of intensive landing of electrons on the SWS of the gun. And on the contrary, the energy transmission from electron stream to HFF becomes maximum when electrons begin their performance directly from the surface of negative electrode \( (y_{in}/d) \). But in this case, naturally, it is necessary sufficiently bigger input signal power in order to get good enough bunching of electrons therefore active coaxial magnetron gun may operate with high efficiency (~50-80%) only in the interval where \( y_{in}/d=0.2-0.5 \) and in this interval may be obtained the largest increase in a gain \( \Delta K_{\text{ultim}} \) of about 7-35 dB. Thus active coaxial magnetron guns are not free as well from incompatible contradictions between gain and efficiency that is characteristic to all crossed-field amplifiers and frequency transformers [6]. The most effective way for softening these contradictions is sectioning of the device with simultaneous programming of the height of interaction space [3].

To calculate the gain increase for cilindric construction of an active coaxial magnetron gun, when oscillation system of the gun includes multicavity anode block, we need to have an expression of tangent component of HFF in such a system [1]:

\[
E = E_{\text{in}}\sin\beta_0y/sh\beta_0y_{in}.
\]  

Here \( E_{\text{in}} \) – amplitude of the input signal; \( \beta_0 = \omega/v_c \) – phase constant of the electron stream; \( y_{in} \) – variable distance of injection of electron stream; \( \omega \) - frequency of the HFF; \( v_c \) – velocity of the electron stream.

Let amplitude of the HFF on the surface of SWS, where \( y = d \), be \( E_{\text{max}} \), then

\[
E = E_{\text{max}}\sin\beta_0y/sh\beta_0d,
\]  

and a gain of the device \( K = 10\log P_{\text{out}}/P_{\text{in}} \), where \( P_{\text{in}} \) and \( P_{\text{out}} \) – input and output signal powers, gets an ultimate increase:

\[
\Delta K_{\text{ultim}} = 10\log E_{\text{max}}/E_{\text{in}} = 20gsh\beta_0d/sh[\beta_0d(y_{in}/d)].
\]  

We emphasized in this expression the multicand \( y_{in}/d \) because in accordance with [5] electronic efficiency of M-type amplifier is also determined by this cand:

\[
\eta_e = 1 - y_{in}/d.
\]  

Practically values of \( \beta_0d \) lie in an interval between 1.25 and 5. Dependences of \( \Delta K_{\text{ultim}} \) and \( \eta_e \) on a relative coordinate of the electron stream with respect to negative electrode \( y_{in}/d \) at different \( \beta_0d \) are given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Increase in ultimate gain and efficiency versus relative coordinate of electron stream in planar active coaxial magnetron gun

It is quite natural that when electron stream goes close to the surface of SWS \( (y_{in}/d) \), it does not give any potential energy to HFF of SWS and \( \eta_e \) approaches zero. \( \Delta K_{\text{ultim}} \) is also small because of intensive landing of electrons on the SWS of the gun. And on the contrary, the energy transmission from electron stream to HFF becomes maximum when electrons begin their performance directly from the surface of negative electrode \( (y_{in}/d) \). But in this case, naturally, it is necessary sufficiently bigger input signal power in order to get good enough bunching of electrons therefore active coaxial magnetron gun may operate with high efficiency (~50-80%) only in the interval where \( y_{in}/d=0.2-0.5 \) and in this interval may be obtained the largest increase in a gain \( \Delta K_{\text{ultim}} \) of about 7-35 dB. Thus active coaxial magnetron guns are not free as well from incompatible contradictions between gain and efficiency that is characteristic to all crossed-field amplifiers and frequency transformers [6]. The most effective way for softening these contradictions is sectioning of the device with simultaneous programming of the height of interaction space [3].

To calculate the gain increase for cilindric construction of an active coaxial magnetron gun, when oscillation system of the gun includes multicavity anode block, we need to have an expression of tangent component of HFF in such a system [1]:

\[
\frac{E_{\phi}}{r} = A\left[\frac{r}{r_k}\right]^M - \frac{r}{r_k}\right]^M = A\sin\left[\frac{r}{r_k}\right]^M.
\]  

Here \( A \) – amplitudinal factor; \( r \) – variable radius; \( r_k \) – radius of negative electrode or cathode; \( M \) – number of pairs of individual cavities in a magnetron SWS; \( \sin(r/r_k) \) – radial sine of the argument \( r/r_k \).

In a cilindric magnetron oscillation system slow-wave coefficient is equal to [6]:

\[
k_s = c/v_f = \lambda(n + pN)/2\pi a, \]

where...
Fig. 4. Increase in ultimate gain against relative radius of electron stream in cilindric active coaxial magnetron gun

where \( v_{ph} \) – phase velocity of \( p \) – spatial harmonic of \( n \) – mode oscillation; \( r_a \) – radius of interaction space; \( N=2M \) – number of individual cavities in an anode block. At \( p=0 \) slow-wave coefficient equals:

\[
k_s = \lambda n / 2 \pi a \quad (7)
\]

and

\[
n = 2 \pi a / (\lambda / k_s) = 2 \pi a / \lambda_S = \alpha r_a.
\]

Here \( \lambda = \pi \lambda / k_s \) – slow-wave length. In a case of \( \pi \)-oscillations \( n=M=N/2 \) and

\[
E_\phi = A \sin (r / r_k) \alpha r_a.
\]

After calculation of amplitudinal factor \( A \) and substitution it’s value into (9) we obtain the expression active coaxial magnetron gun in a convenient for consideration shape:

\[
\Delta K_{ultim}^{cil} = 20 \log \left[ \frac{\sin (r_a / r_k) \alpha r_a}{\sin (r / r_k) \alpha r_a} \left( \frac{r}{r_k} \frac{r_k}{r_a} \right) \right]
\]

Fig. 4 represents graph \( \Delta K_{ultim}^{cil} \) against \( r-r_k/r_a \) at different values of \( \alpha r_a \) characterising an extent of slowing down of the wave at various \( r_a/r_k \). Ratio \( r-r_k/r_a \) determines the coordinate of electron stream injection with respect to the surface of negative electrode. As one can see from Fig. 4 at \( r-r_k/r_a \geq 0.1 \) the ultimate increase in a gain may achieve rather high values: 12-28 dB. This property of the gun to have a high gain is very valuable when it is used for getting a complementary channel of communication on a frequency of input signal.

Active inverted coaxial magnetron electrons gun

More effective in regard to frequency stability, duration of operation, achievement of higher output powers and development of new short-wave ranges of microwaves should be an active inverted coaxial magnetron gun (Fig. 5).

In this gun of cylindric construction conoidal or cilindric cathode 1 with internal emitting surface creates tube-shaped electron stream 2. The cathode covers multicavity magnetron SWS 3 which anode segments are turned outwards in a direction of emitting surface of the cathode. The symmetry axis of the gun is girded by the stabilizing cilindric resonator 4 which frequency may be controlled by plunger 5 (or by another installation). The resonator is electrically bound with multicavity magnetron anode block through the slits cut out in every second individual cavity of the block, similarly as in a mentioned above active coaxial magnetron gun. Cilindric resonator goes on continually to the round waveguide 6 in which wave of \( H_{01} \) - mode propagates. Partition 7 with communication apertures 8 separates vacuum and nonvacuum parts of the gun.

If in the multicavity SWS connected with cilindric resonator by \( N/2 \) slits \( n \)-mode oscillations are excited, in the cilindric resonator azimuth symmetrical oscillations \( H_{01} \) appear. Their structure is shown in Fig. 5. Thus along the axis of cilindric resonator fits one half of a wavelength. Own frequency of the resonator may be changed by the noncontact plunger arranged in one of faces of the resonator. In another face round-shaped cross-section apertures filled with dielectric are made. The centers of these apertures are placed at a level of maximum values of azimuth electric field strength of \( H_{01} \) oscillations. In a case of necessity the round cross-section waveguide may be connected with the rectangular one in which wave \( H_{10} \) propagates.

The main merit of such inverted coaxial magnetron gun is very large duration of operation which is caused by high lasting emission ability of a cathode. For the emitting surface of the cathode is very large, in comparison with the cathode surface of an ordinary magnetron or coaxial magnetron gun, its working regime is much more light.

The own quality of the cilindric resonator of inverted coaxial magnetron gun, when \( H_{01} \)-mode oscillations in it take place, is sufficiently higher than in a coaxial one. This advantage is very striking in a millimetre range of microwaves. High stability of \( n \)-mode oscillations allows to enlarge the number of individual cavities in a magnetron anode block as well as diameter of stabilizing resonator and dimensions of anode block cavities. Technology of manufacture such oscillation systems becomes also more simple. There is no problem to produce 120- or 140-cavities magnetron block for 8-mm wavelength range [2].

Comparison of the oscillation systems of 8-mm range ordinary magnetron block having 22 individual cavities and 120-cavities inverted coaxial magnetron block shows that diameter of the last block is 6 times bigger and
emitting surface of the cathode is by an order higher than that of ordinary magnetron. The duration of operation exceeds 3-5 times values of this parameter characteristic to classical magnetron and is more than 5 thousand hours.

Of course similar values of mentioned parameters might be expected in the active inverted coaxial magnetron electronic gun in a regime formation of electron spokes, their injection into next section of the device and simultaneous amplification of the input signal when the gun is used as an input cascade of magnetron amplifier or frequency transformer. Evaluation of electronic efficiency $\eta_e$ and ultimate increase in a gain of a active inverted coaxial magnetic gun may be carried out in a similar way we had used above for the active coaxial magnetron gun.
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